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What About My Miracle? 

 

At many times lately, I am so overwhelmed by the devastation and heartache in our world. Every day 

there is something new and often something seemingly unbelievable in the outcome. I am even 

hearing the reporters using the word “miracles.” Yes! There have been many miraculous survivals and 

rescues. Astounding and heartwarming miracles for sure! But what about the girl who said, “No, not 

my Daddy. He can’t be gone. I need my Daddy!” What about her miracle? What do we do with that in 

the middle of all the other rescues that turn out the way we think they should? I guess as I ponder 

this, I have to choose to believe this situation isn’t the lack of a miracle, but just not the miracle we 

would have chosen. That is a tough one, but what are the underlying miracles that we don’t see or 

maybe that are yet to come? And do we sometimes miss those because we get stuck on the fact that 

we didn’t get “our” miracle. I don’t know and I certainly can’t claim to understand.  

 

Pain in this life is inevitable. Some pain feels unbearable at the time, but the miracle is we do heal or 

at least we can. When our family lost a young child unexpectedly over 18 years ago, I felt the worst 

pain I had ever felt. I was quite sure I would never smile again. He was such a joy! But as we began to 

heal, began to smile again, we saw so many miracles. Maybe not the miracle we would have chosen, 

but nonetheless, miracles. We have a plaque that says, “There are only two ways to live your life. One 

is as though nothing is a miracle. The other is as if everything is.” I wrestle with this in the light of pain 

and suffering and heartache in our world. Where are the miracles? Why there and not there? Why 

them and not them? After our experience with losing a child, I was so full of whys…. 

It...made...no...sense…. Everything was going so well.  

 

In the midst of those endless whys, a wise friend told me; “Why is a long and winding road that leads 

to nowhere.” This side of heaven we will never understand the why and perhaps when we get there it 

won’t even matter, but right now I believe we need to look beyond the why and cherish the many 

miracles along the way. Those miracles are our stories! 

 

When I ponder the miracle birth of Jesus, I have to wonder about the culmination of that long and 

difficult journey that Joseph and the very pregnant Mary made. And then...upon arrival in 

Bethlehem...what?!? not even a bed to birth the Savior?!? Not even that tiny miracle of getting the 

last available room?!?...  
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But...beneath all that possible confusion and disappointment… the real miracle, JESUS!! 

 

There are so many things that I am so very thankful for! And then...the “why” sneaks in. Why are 

others left without their warm homes, or their loved ones, or the things they hoped and dreamed 

for? It truly can suck us down that road that leads to nowhere. So I will choose to focus on the good, 

on the miracles that abound, on brightening my little corner of the world and doing my part to help,... 

as I painstakingly loosen my grip on the why… 

 

On April 17th and every day, we rejoice in the miracle of Jesus’ Resurrection which gives believers the 

assurance of eternal life.   This single miracle overwhelms the darkness and is our foundation for 

future hope.   

Jesus said to her, "I am the resurrection and the life; he who trusts in Me will live even if he 

dies…”  John 11:25 

 

Jan Richards 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You can give online or by mail. 
Your donations can be given by mail using the enclosed envelope, or online. To give online and/or set 

up recurring billing there is a link to give on the donations page of our website: www.911chaplain.org. 
Or you can go straight to it with the following web address: 

https://911chaplain.churchcenteronline.com/. 

 

 

 

 

If you shop on Amazon.com, they will donate a portion of your purchase to County-Wide Chaplaincy if 

you designate us as your preferred non-profit.  It doesn’t cost you anything extra and you send some 

support our way.  We have a posted a link to the smile.amazon.com portal on the donations page of 

our website and as long as you order through that initial page it will send us some proceeds.  Or you 

can type that link in and designate us as your preferred charity.  Thank you, and thank you 

Amazon.com!!   
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